
Preserving Plywood in Water

Structure in water possiblities?

Oil tankers, heavy load barges and cruise ships,
 deep sea oil rigs loat according to basic physics. The
 weight of the rig pushes downwards displaced water 
pushes upwards, thus keeping the structure aloat.

Plywood is sheet material built up of many layers of wood glued together Plywood is a cheap and stable building material, comprised of many different layers of wood glued together Different grades
 of plywood exist however its compressed using different glues to hold them together instead for example hardwood or softwood). These pieces of woods vary in terms of water resistance.
faces themselves, will signiicantly extend the life of plywood in any environment where water is present. 
Woodcon creates a water-repellent coating, but without the typical wet, glossy look that occurs in many other wood preservatives. Woodcon reinforces the natural, rustic appearance of the wood.

MaMake plywood waterproof with Woodcon
Woodcon makes timber, and also the timber layers in plywood, water-repellent. There is no discoloration of the wooden surface, and the texture of the wood remains completely intact. 
Woodcon is good because it does not create a separate layer on the plywood, such as other wood protection solutions, but it actually impregnates the wood. 
The wood protective product Woodcon creates a coating in and around wood and nestles inside the ibers. Woodcon makes wood water-repellent as a whole, and not only produces a 
wwater-repellent layer on the outside. This automatically means Woodcon cannot get detached from the wood like other products. Paint, varnish and stain may lake, crack, burst, or peel, and thereby
 loosen the timber. When water is able penetrate the wood, it can begin or continue its destructive work. Woodcon creates a liquid repellent layer in the wood, and will never peel or burst. 
Because Woodcon ixes itself around the wooden ibers, it not only protects the wood against moisture, but it also prevents damage to the plywood by wood fungus, algae and moss. Even the 
intrusion of termites and woodworm is being stopped by Woodcon.

WWoodcon is not only the perfect solution for waterprooing plywood and timber, after treatment with Woodcon, even cane and rattan can be used in a wet or damp environment. So rattan garden 
furniture, thatched roofs, and any other cane or rattan applications you want, Woodcon allows for it.
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